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Mirror (shadow) particles are required to restore symmetry between 
left- and right-handed coordinate systems. If mirror world exists, it has 
been born at the same time as the ordinary world and has the same evo-
lution (in the case of the shadow world - broken mirror symmetry, the 
evolution and structure of the shadow world does not correspond with the 
observed world). Mirror world is a kind of dark matter. According to Bah-
call (1984) local dark matter has a density approximately equal to the 
density of observed (ordinary) matter. 

Mirror (M) and ordinary (O) matter are two mutually penetrated worlds 
with the same sets of elementary particles in the same space; only gravi-
tational (and possibly superweak) M - O interaction may exist. Astronom-
ical observations is the only possible method for investigating M-world. 
M-matter via gravitational manifestations produces kinematical and gas-
dynamics effects. Island distribution of Ο - (M-) barion excesses can lead to 
the existence of objects of definite mirrority with masses greater that those 
of globular clusters (up to clusters of galaxies). The lowest scale of M -
objects with observatinal manifestations corresponds to masses of planets. 
Visual manifestations are possible mainly on the scale 10 1 0 - 10 2 0 cm. 

For scatchs of possible types of M-worlds evidence see notes to Table 1 
from Khlopov et al., 1991; see also Khlopov and Blinnikov, 1982. 
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